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Rule changes

◦ Recognize changes to styles and strategies of play
◦ Maintain balance between offense and defense
◦ Increase safety of participants
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Spread offenses
No huddle offenses
Press coverage on defense
Specialization of players/positions
Increasing reliance on kicking game
Significantly better coaching
More athletic players
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Further restrictions on blocking below the
waist and in the back
Clipping made illegal other than against
runner
Limitations to blocking R on free kicks
Helmet contact restricted
◦ Targeting defined, made illegal
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Defenseless player defined

◦ Unnecessary or excessive contact made illegal
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Restrictions on blindside blocks
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Fundamentally altered the game
Different game vs. 20 years ago
People who maintain “that’s football”
regarding unnecessary roughness are simply
wrong
Must enforce safety rules for continued
survival of the game at the high school level
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Officials must have a thorough knowledge of
the rules pertaining to safety
◦ Targeting
◦ Flagrant targeting (9-4-3i Note)

 Targeting opponent lying on ground, opponent held
up by other players, or defenseless opponent

◦ Defenseless player

 Player who is especially vulnerable to injury due to
physical position and focus of concentration
 Unnecessary or excessive contact with a defenseless
opponent is illegal (9-4-3g)

◦ Blindside blocks
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Officials need to take a wider view of action
when ball is not in their zone
◦ Be an excellent off-ball and dead ball official
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Officials must enforce fouls that compromise
the safety of an opponent
◦ Targeting
◦ Illegal blindside blocks
◦ Illegal contact against a defenseless player
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Season opener, big crowd on hand in what ends up being a one point ball game.
Red team player #12 is trash talking and swears at Blue team player #75. Red #12 is
called for Unsportsmanlike Conduct is team is assessed 15 yard penalty and both
Red #12 and his coach are informed that a second USC will result in disqualification.
Play continues and emotions continue to run high but officials manage to keep play
under control. The last play of the half the Red team stops a Blue team drive and as
players separate and time expires Red #12 again shouts an obscenity toward the Blue
team.
Red #12 receives his second USC and his disqualified from the game. Both coaches
are informed of the disqualification and teams and officials head to locker rooms for
half time.
During halftime the officials discuss the behavior of Red #12, the DQ and the
subsequent punishment Red #12 faces next week. The officials decide in part
because it is the season opener and because of the extended penalty of not being
allowed to play the next week, rescind the penalty. Before the start of the second half
the coaches of both teams are informed of the call reversal.
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After rescinding the penalty discussed in
previous case play, the Red coach returns Red
#12 to the field. Red #12 is a prominent starter
on his team. The Red team goes on to win 1514, with Red #12 scoring the winning
touchdown. Moments later Red #12 again
offers his opinion of his opponents and
is again penalized for USC and DQ'd.
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Second week of the season and Blue is in
action again, and is again in a very close game
with team Gold. Team Blue offense is
sputtering and is forced to pass. Blue #10's
pass is intercepted by Gold #55. Gold #55 has
only one player to beat in path for pick
six. Blue #10 angles in on Gold #55 and hits
Gold #55 in the head with his shoulder on the
tackle. Blue #10 simultaneously lifts his
forearm and elbow up under the chin of Gold
#55 knocking Gold #55 to the ground.
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Blue team coach files appeal with state
association stating precedent has been set in
previous week and asks that call be rescinded
to allow Blue #10 to play the next week. The
coach suggests the player served a 9-minute
disqualification in a one point game and has
been penalized enough.
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The Gold team is without its star linebacker (Gold #55) due to concussion
suffered the previous week against Blue team. The Gold team is highly
emotional and the officials are constantly talking to players and warning
them to stop the trash talk and dead ball pushing and shoving. Gold #33 is
talking after every play. On two occasions Gold #33 has to be separated
from Green team opponents and encouraged by officials to return to his
huddle.
In punt formation the chirping continues. Green punts to Gold and Gold
#33 blocks Green #44 continually as the teams run under the punt. The
play ends and as Green #44 attempts to leave the field Gold #33
challenges Green #44 calling him out and shouts obscenities.
The officials call Unsportsmanlike Conduct on Gold #33 and because he
has been much of the ongoing problem in confrontations through out the
game, the official walks the player to the sideline and informs the coach
that he needs to take care of the problem before the player is disqualified.
He shares with the coach that Gold #33 has been given several chances
and suggests the coach take it upon himself to remove Gold #33 from the
game.
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The Red team and the Gold team are playing this week.
The game is going smoothly with little unruly play and
Gold scores a touchdown in the fourth quarter to tie
the game.
The kick try is good. Two players, Red #68 and Gold #
77, had been engaged in contact on the line of
scrimmage. The two remained engaged after the
whistle sounded and as the two rolled to the ground
the umpire approached informing the pair the play is
over and to separate without any further contact. Red
#68 pushed himself off the prone Gold #77 and from a
standing position he forcefully stomped his foot down
toward the extended leg of Gold #77. Gold #77 rolled
quickly avoiding contact by Red #77's kick.
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